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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful, normal, tracial 
state r and {a,},,” is a o-weakly contiuous representation of the unit circle, 
K, as *-automorphisms of M such that r 0 a, = t, t E B. 
Let H”O(a) be the set of all x E A4 such that Sp,(x) E (n E B : n > 0). The 
structure of Ha(a) was studied by several authors [3-7, 9-l 1, 14). 
For each n E Z!, let M, be the set of all x E M such that Sp,(x) = {n 1. In 
[ 121 it was shown that if the center of M, is contained in the center of M, 
then M, = MO U, for some partial isometry U, E M,. In Theorem 2.4 we 
prove that if we do not impose this condition on the center of M,, then M, 
can be written as C;1”=, v~,~M~, where u,,~ are partial isometries in M, with 
v~,~v,~~=O if kfj. 
The main object of this paper is the study of the invariant subspaces of 
Ha;(a); i.e., those subspaces & such that H”O(CZ).&‘C.K Such a subspace 
4 is said to be pure if there is no non-zero subspace .d .z. H such that 
M,f‘G. I’. 
Suppose that M is in standard form, acting on the noncommutative 
Lebesgue space L2 = L*(M, 5). For n E Z let E, be the projection on the 
closure, in L*, of M,,. Let Q be a projection in MA such that Q < E, for 
some n E B. Then H”(a) Q(L’) is an invariant subspace. Our main result, 
Theorem 4.1, says, roughly, that each pure invariant subspace is equivalent 
to a direct sum of subspaces of this form. “Equivalent” here is in the sense 
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that two subspaces A, J’- are equivalent if there is a partial isometry 
R E M’ with initial subspace larger or equal to J, so that Jlr = RJ. 
In Section 3 we set up the techniques needed for the proof of this result. 
2. THE SPECTRAL SUBSPACES 
Suppose M is a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H 
and that (01,}~,r (where T is the unit circle) is a a-weakly continuous 
representation of T as a group of *-automorphisms of M. Following 
Arveson [l] and Loebl and Muhly [3], we define a representation a(.) of 
L’(T) into the bounded operators on M by 
a(f) x = j f(t) a,(x) &(t), T 
where f lies in L’(T) and ,U is the normalized Haar measure on T. We let J 
be the set {fE L’(T) : a(f) = 0) and, for x E M, J(x) is (fE L’(T) : 
a(f)x=O}. 
We define the spectrum of a, Sp a, to be (J,,J {n E Z :f(n) = 0) (where 
f(n) = J e’“ff(e”) dp) and, for x E M, we let Sp,(x) be nfrJtxJ {n E Z : 
f(n) = 0). If S is a subset of Z we denote by M”(S) the sef {x E M : 
Sp,(x) c S}. For simplicity we write M, instead of M”({n}), n E Z. Then 
M, = {x E A4 : al(x) = ein’x for t E T}. We can define, for every n E iZ, a u- 
weakly continuous linear map E,, on M, by 
d4 = j, e -‘“‘a,(x) dp(t) 
for x E M; and then M, = E,(M) for n E Z. 
The following lemma appears in [ 121. 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) MJfr?l E M,+, and M$ = M-, for m, n E Z. 
(2) Let x, y E M. Ifen = E,(Y) for each n E Z, then x =y. 
(3) Sp,(x) = {n E Z : E,(X) # 0) for x E M. 
(4) Spa= {nEZ :M,f {O}}. 
(5) LetxbeinM,andletx=vIxl (orx=Ix*lu)beitspoZardecom- 
position. Then UEM, and Ix/, Ix*IEM,. 
Remark (cf. [4, Corollary 4.3.21). For fE L’(T) and xE M, 
Sp,(a(f) x) G Suppf (the support of p in P). Since L’(T) has approximate 
identities consisting of trigonometric polynomials, M”(S) (for a subset S of 
Z) is the u-weak closure of the linear manifold in M”(S) consisting of those 
elements whose spectrum, with respect o a, is finite. But by the regularity of 
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L’(T), any such element is itself a sum of elements in Ma(S) whose spectra 
are singletons. 
LEMMA 2.2. Fix n in Z. Suppose n is a partial isometry in M,, and p is a 
projection in M,, such that uu*p # 0 (resp. u*up # 0). Then there is a 
nonzero partial isometry u, E M,, such that u, UT < p (resp. u f%, < p) and 
u,*u, < u*u (resp. u, u;” < uu*). 
ProoJ Assume that uu*p # 0 (the case where u*up # 0 follows from this 
when applied to u* and M-J. By the comparison theorem there is a 
projection z E Z(M,) (the center of M,) and partial isometries u, , Y, in M,, 
such that v:v, = zp, U, 0:: ,< zuu*, ufvz = (1 -z) UU*, and vzv~ < (1 - z)p. 
If v, # 0, let u, be the partial isometry v,*zu and then, u,uf = v?v, <p 
and u:u, = U*ZV,V~ZU < u*u. If v2 # 0 we let U, be the partial isometry 
vz( 1 -z) u and then u, u;” = v,v~<pandu~u,=u*(l-z)v~v,(l-z)u< 
U*U. 
For each n E L we define projections e, and f, by: 
e, = Sup{ u *U : u is a partial isometry in M, } 
and 
f,, = Sup(uu” : u is a partial isometry in M,}. 
Then, by [ 13, Lemma 2.21, e, and f, lie in the center of M,. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Fix n in L. Then there is a sequence (ck }F’~ , of partial 
isometries in M, with the following properties: 
(1) For each k> 1, vkvt <f,, -~m~kv,~,*, and vk is the maximal 
partial isometry in M, with this property (in the sense that there is no other 
partial isometry uEM, with u*u > Vk*Vk and vcv; < uu* ,< 
f"-CmikVtlt',X)* 
(2) For each k>2, v~vk~vk*_,vk-,. 
(3) A k> I ‘k*‘k = O* 
(4) .L = Ck,, L’kVk*. 
Proof We define the sequence {v~}~=, inductively. First we can use 
Zorn’s lemma to find a maximal family of partial isometries {uy}, in M,,, 
such that (u,uF} is an orthogonal family of projections and so is {u~uy}. We 
let v,be C uy. 
Suppose we have defined {v,}k~‘i so that (1) and (2) satisfied. Let f be 
f,--C~:‘,vmv,*. Iff=O we let v,= 0 for each m > k and, then, (l)--(4) 
hold. 
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Assume now that f # 0. Using the definition off,, there is a nonzero 
partial isometry u E M, such that vv*f # 0. We use Lemma 2.2 to find a 
partial isometry u, EM, such that u,uT <f and u$, < v*v. We can find a 
maximal family {w,} of partial isometries in M, such that {w, w,*} and 
(w,*w,} are orthogonal families of projections and w, w,* <f. We let vk be 
C w, and, then, (1) holds. If v$uk(l - vz- r vk- r) # 0, there is a nonzero 
partial isometry u E M, such that u*u < 1 - v?-, uk-, and uu* < vL~z <J 
But then 
v,-,v,*_,<(u+u,-,)(u+u,-,)*=uu*+u,-,v,*_,~f,- t: v,u,* 
m<k-1 
contradicting the maximality property of vk- r . Hence vcuk < vz-, uk- r. 
In this manner we define a sequence {vk}rZ I of partial isometries in M,, 
such that (1) and (2) are satisfied. Let q be A,, , vzuk, then for each k, 
vkvt - vzuk > q (where - is the equivalence relation in M,); but 
Cp=, uk V$ <f, and f, is a finite projection (since M is finite). Thus q = 0. 
It is left to prove (4). For this, let p be f, - C;P= rukuz. If p = 0 there is a 
partial isometry u in M, such that vv*p # 0. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
there is a nonzero partial isometry u E M, such that uu* <p and u*u < v *u. 
For each k > 1, let qk be u*u(l - v*v). If qk # 0 then there is a nonzero 
partial isometry wk E M, such that wcwk < 1 - vtvk and wk WC < uu* <p. 
Hence wk + vk is a partial isometry in M, that contradicts the maximality of 
vk. Thus qk = 0 for each k > 1. But then u*u < v:vk for each k > 1. Since 
- 0, u = 0 and this proves that p = 0 and consequently f,, = 
THEOREM 2.4. Fix n E Z. Let {uk}pz, be the sequence of partial 
isometries in M, satisfying properties (l)-(4) of Proposition 2.3. Then 
M, = x7=, vkM,; i.e., each x E M, can be written as x = Cp=, vkxk, where 
xk lie in M, and the sum converges in the o-weak operator topology. 
ProoJ: Clearly M, 2 Cp! r vkM,. For the other direction, let x be in M,, 
then xx* E f,,M, (see [ 13, Proof of Lemma 2.21) and, hence, ]x* ( E f,M,. 
Now we have 
x=~x*~v=f”~x*~ll= 2 VkVk* 1x* I u, 
k=l 
where x = (x* ] v is the polar decomposition of x. Since u E M,, xk = 
u:\x*(uEM,. 1 
Remark. It is proved in [ 121 that if the center of M, is contained in the 
center of M then, for each n E Z, M, = vM, for some partial isometry 
vEM,. 
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3. PROJECTIONS IN M; 
Since M is a finite von Neumann algebra it has a finite, faithful, normal. 
and normalized trace r. We shall denote the noncommutative Lebesgue 
spaces associated with M and 7 by Lp(M, 7) or simply Lp (see IS]). The 
algebra M can be identified with Lm while the u-weak topology on M is 
identified with the weak* topology on L’O regarded as the dual of L ‘. The 
closure of a subset 5’ of L”, in the Lp norm, 1 <p < co, will be denoted 
PI,. 
If x is in M, we shall write L, (resp. R,) for the operator defined (on L’ ) 
by the equation L,f = xf (resp. ,R,f=fx), fE L*, and we let Y (resp. .Y) 
denote the algebra of all such operators. One may regard M as a finite 
achieved Hilbert algebra whose completion is L*, and when this is done, ir 
and .R are the left and right von Neumann algebras of M and the map 
x --t L, (resp. x --+ R,) is a normal, *-isomorphism (resp. *-anti-isomorphism) 
of M onto Y (resp. 9). As a consequence, Y’ = .;9 and the identity I of M 
is a cyclic and separating vector for Y and .R (see 12, Chap. I, 51). 
Elements of L2 can be regarded as (possibly) unbounded operators affiliated 
with 5~” or .W. 
From now on we will identify M with Y. Let (al}l, r be a u-weakly 
continuous representation of B as a group of *-automorphisms of M, such 
that r 0 a, = 7, t E W. Thus there is a unitary group (IV,},, , on L* such that 
W,X = a,(x) for x E M. If E, is the projection of L’ onto [M,], then it is 
easy to check that the spectral resolution of (IV,},, n is given by the formula 
w, = \“- pEn 
n= -a2 
and E, is defined by the following Bochner integral 
E,x = . e-irn W,x d/i(t), 
1 
xEL2. 
il 
We define H”(a) to be M”({n E L : n > 0}), which is the noncommutative 
Hardy space with respect to (a,},,,. We also let H’(a) be [Hm(a)j2. By 
Proposition 3.1 of [ 121, Hm( a is a finite maximal subdiagonal algebra of A4 ) 
with respect to er, and 7 and H”(a) = {x E M : E,(X) = 0 for each n < O}. 
We denote by .YO the set of all the projections in MA. For each n E E 
Proposition 2.3 applies and we can find a sequence of partial isometries in 
M, satisfying properties (l)--(4) of that proposition. We write { u~,~}?=, for 
this sequence of partial isometries. Note that for n = 0 we can choose 
V 0,, = I and v,,~ = 0 for k > 0. For each n E Z we define a map /3,, on YO, 
by the formula 
P,(Q) = 2 vn,kQvL. 
k=l 
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These maps will play an essential role in the analysis of the invariant 
subspaces and some of their properties are given in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. (1) For nEZ and QEYO, &(Q)=V(uQu*: u is u 
partial isometry in M,}, hence /l,(Q) E YO. 
(2) For each n, m E Z, and Q E YO, 
P,+,(f-,Q) =P,P,n(Q> =fnPn+,<Q>. 
(3) For each n E h and P, Q E Y0 such that PQ = QP, 
PS'Q) = P,(P) P,(Q). 
(4) If P, Q E 9, and P/?,(Q) = 0 for some n E H, then, for each 
mEZ. 
P,(P) P, + m(Q) = 0. 
(5) J,f P < Q, P, Q E YO then /3,(P) <p,(Q) for each n E Z. 
(6) For a set (P,} ofprojections in Y0 and n E Z, 
P” (v Py) = v &W 
and 
Pn (A py) = A up,>* 
(7) For a projection P E 59, /l,(P) =f,P, n E Z. 
(8) For a projection P E YO, /3,(P) & P for each n E Z if and only if 
PE9. 
ProoJ (1) Let u be a partial isometry in M,, then u = CFE1 v,,~u~, 
uk E M, (Theorem 2.4). Since Q E YO, v,,~u~ Q(L’) c v,,~ Q(L’) E ,8,(Q)@‘) 
for each k > 1. Hence uQu* <p,(Q). Thus /3,(Q) = V{uQu* : u is a partial 
isometry in M,}. To see that /3,(Q) E SO, let w be a unitary operator in MO 
and u be a partial isometry in M,, then wu is, again a partial isometry in AI, 
and, therefore, w/3,(Q) w* <p,(Q). Similarly, w*p,JQ) w </3,(Q) and thus 
we find that p,(Q) lies in M;. 
(2) For n, m E B and Q E YO we have 
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fnPn+m(Q> =fnPn+m(Q>fn = -? v,,&dn+m(Q> vn,.&c 
k:l 
zz ? 
kx, 
vn,k(v n*,kv,+,.j) Q(v,*+m.j%.k> v,".k < k:, Vn.k6n@) vr?k 
= PA,(Q); 
PA,(Q) <\‘ %kv?,k=fn; 
and 
PnPm(Q) = ’ t’n,kvm,jQv,*.jv,“.k 
kxI 
<v iuQu* : u is a partial isometry in M, + m } 
=/4+,(Q)- 
Hence &p,+,(Q) = p,p,,,(Q). This shows that for n E Z, .I-,Q =p-,p,(Q); 
hence 
But 
P,P,(Q) <&,~,(z)=.&(fn) = \"- v,,kf,,v;.k 
k=l 
= T- v 
k.71 
m.kvn~jv~,iv,*.k 
<v (uu* : u is a partial isometry in M, + m ) = f, + ,~. 
Thus P, + rdf- n Q) = &P,(Q)- 
(3) Suppose Q, P lie in .YO and PQ = QP then PQ E .“po and, for n E d?, 
= P,(P) P,(Q). 
(4) If P/?,(Q) = 0 and m E Z, then 
P,(P) P,+,(Q) = P,(P>f,nP,+,(Q) = PAP> P,P,(Q> = PmV'MQ)) = 0. 
(5) Obvious. 
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(6) For n E Z and k > 1 it is easy to check that 
?t,k = v %,kpyv:,k 
and 
‘n.k A ‘, %?,k = /i %,kPyv~,k* 
( 1 
Assertion (6) follows from this. 
(7) For PE 9, n E Z, 
b”(‘) = f “,,,kPv;,k = ,f %,,kv:,kp =.f,,p* 
k=l k=l 
(8) One direction is clear from (7). For the other one, let P be in LYO 
such that p,(P) Q P for each n E P. Then for n E Z and k > 1, v~,~P(L*) < 
P(L ‘). Hence xP(L ‘) Q P(L ‘) for each x E M, , n E H. Since u {M, : n E Z } 
generates M, xP(L’) < P(L’) for each x E M. This implies that P E 9. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. For each n E Z, /I,(&) = E,. 
Proof: Fo x E M, and a partial isometry u E M,, ux E M,. Since 
‘%I = P&12? uE,u* < E, and it follows that /?,,(E,J < E,. Now let x be in 
then x = Cr! 1 v,,~x~, xk E M,; hence x E p,(E,,)(L*). Thus 
2; Pn&,>- i 
We now define two subsets of Y0 as follows: PI = {P E Y0 :/3,(P) P = 0 
for each n E Z, n # 0}, Y2 = {P E Y0 :/3,(P) <P for each n > 0 and P has 
no nonzero subprojection Q E 5P). Note that, since H”O(a) is the u-weakly 
closed subalgebra of M which is generated by M, and all the partial 
isometries in U {M, : n > 0) (Remark following Lemma 2.1), the condition 
p,(P) < P for each n E Z is equivalent o the condition H”O (a) P(L ‘) < P(L ‘) 
(for P E $,). Note also that for n # m and Q E 9, p,(Q) /3,(Q) = 0 (Lemma 
3.1(4)). Hence for Q E 9,) C,“=O /3,(Q) is a projection in YO. 
LEMMA 3.3. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) The projection onto H*(a) lies in Y2. 
(2) V {f, : n > 0) =I. 
(3) For each Q E Tl, ~~~oPn(Q) E 9. 
ProoJ The equivalence of (1) and (2) was proved in [ 13, Proposition 
2.71. Since (3) implies (l), it is left to show that (2) implies (3). For this, 
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assume that V {f, : n > 0) = Z and that there is some nonzero projection 
Q E 9, such that P = CFz0/3,(Q) b? Y2. Since /3,(P) < P for each n > 0, it 
follows that there is some nonzero projection Q, E .9 such that Q, < P. But 
then, for n > 1, f,,Q, < PAQ,) < P,V’> < Cm>,, P,(Q) G C,“=, Pm(Q>t and 
since V (f, : n > 1) = Z, 
Qo < 9 P,(Q). 
!?I=, 
Repeating the argument we find that Q, < C,“=k/?,(Q) for each k > 0. 
Hence Q, = 0 and the contradiction completes the proof. I 
We now define, for Q E .q, a(Q) to be C~E=o/?,(Q); and, for P E .+$ such 
that /3,,(P) < P for each n > 0, we let 6(P) be P - V {p,(P) : n > 0). 
LEMMA 3.4. (1) 6 maps ,q into .fl. 
(2) ZfV(f,:n>O)=Z,omaps.~, into.p2. 
(3) Zf P E .% and j?,,(P) < P for each n > 0, then 
p = o(W)) + A v P/m and A V /3,(P)E .Y. 
k>O m>k k>O m>k 
(4) For Q E .<, 6(a(Q)) = Q. 
(5) For PE.6, a(6(P))=P. 
ProoJ: (1) Let P be in .c, Q = 6(P), and n E L. Then p,(Q) </3,,(P) 
and for n > 0, Q/?,(Q) = 0. If n ( 0, p-,,(Q) Q = 0, and by Lemma 3.1(4), 
Qp,(Q) = 0. Hence Q E .q. 
(2) This assertion is proved in the previous lemma. 
(3) First let Q, be l\k>O Vm>kPR(P), and Q be 6(P). Since Q< 
I-- vnl,o P,,(P), QQ, = 0. For n > 0, P,(Q) = P,(P) - V,,, PA,(P) = 
P,(P) -f,, V,,, P,(P>, and P,(Q) <.f,; hence P,(Q> < P - V, >” P,(P) G 
P - Q,. It follows that a(Q) < P - Q, . But, for each k > 0, 
P - o(Q) = P - ( c (B,(P) - v PA,(P)) ) 
n=O m>o 
=p- c 
n=0 
P”(P) -fn v Pn+ nm ) 
m>o 
=p-- f f, (P”(P) - myoPn+,o) 
n=O 
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=p-- (p- v /L(P)) -f1 (Pi(P) - v Pm(P)) ma1 m>Z 
- . . . -fk (P,(P) - 1, a,cp)) * / 
Since, for m > 4 .&A(P) =.fJ-4+m-nP) =P, ,-,(P> <BAP) =fJW>, 
V,>“p,JP) =f,/3,(P) + (1 -f,) VmZn+, p,(P). It follows from this that 
P-u(Q) < ( v P,(P> +f,P,(P)) +.A v P,(P) + a** +fi v kn(P> 
m>1 m>2 m>k 
= v &n(P) + *** +fk v &I(~) 
m>2 m>k 
= .f. = v P,(P). 
m>k 
Thus P - o(Q) < Q,. 
We have seen that P = a(Q) + Q, . It is left to show that Q, E 9. For this, 
fix j E Z. Then 
Pj(Ql)= A v PjMP) G A v &+m(P)= A v &n(p). 
k>O m>k k>Q m>k k>O m>k+j 
If j > 0 then 
and if j < 0 then 
Pj(Ql)< A V Pm(P)= A V Pm(P>=Ql. 
Hence, 
k>-j m>j+k k>O m>k 
Pj(Ql) G Ql 
for each j E L. This implies that Q, E 9. 
(4) Let Q be in PI and n > 0 then 
Hence 
P&(Q)> = 2 f,P,+,<Q> = P,(Q) +f,P,+ ,<Q> + ... + 
m=o 
v PMQ)>= 5 P,(Q)=4Q>- Q 
n>O fl=l 
and Q = u(Q) - V, >. P,MQ)) = &o(Q)). 
(5) Follows immediately from (3). m 
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Let us denote the center of M, by 2. Then Z can be identified with 
La(X, V) for some locally compact Hansdorff space X, with a probability 
measure v such that lxfdv = r(f) for fE Lm(X, v). We let P be the set of 
all nonnegative measurable funtions, finite or not, on X (we identify two 
functions in _ir if they are different only on a set of measure zero). 
We shall now define a J-trace following [2, Chap. III, Sect. 41. 
DEFINITION. A P-trace on (MA), (the positive cone of M;) is a map q5, 
defined on (Mh), , with value in 3, and such that the following properties 
are satisfied: 
(1) If R, SE (MA), then #(S + 7’) = d(S) + #(7’). 
(2) If S E (MA), , T E Z, then #(TS) = Tq4(S). 
(3) If S E (Mh), and U E Mh is a unitary operator then #(USU*) = 
4s). 
We say that I$ is faithful if whenever S lies in (ML), and q+(S) = 0, then 
S = 0; finite if #((MA)+) C Z, and sem$nite if for every S + 0 in (Mh), , 
there is an operator T E (ML), , TfO, such that T<S and #(7’)EZ+. We 
say that 4 is normal if, for each increasing net (S,} in (MA), , Sup, q%(S) = 
@up, S). 
From now on the notations -, <, and 5 will refer to the order on the 
projections of MA (e.g., P - Q if and only if there is a partial isometry 
CT E MA such that P = U*U and Q = UU* ). 
Suppose P, Q are projections in MA and suppose that there is a faithful 
normal semifinite P-trace 4, then it follows that: 
(1) P - Q implies 4(P) = 4(Q). 
(2) P 5 Q implies W) < 4(Q). 
(3) P 5 Q and P - Q then 4(P) < d(Q), providing 4(P) < co. 
(4) If q+(P) < 4(Q) < co then P 5 Q. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose Qi, i = 1,2, lies in Y0 and Q, - Q, . Then 
P,,(Q,) - p,,(Qz) for each n E L. If we know also that Qi E, Y, , i = 1.2, then 
there is a partial isometry R E .‘9 such that 
and,@ n E 2, RP,(Q,) R * = P,(Q,). 
ProoJ Suppose WE MI, is a partial isometry such that WW* = Q, , 
W*W= Q,. For n E Z, let W,, be Cp=, v,,~ WV:,~. For each k > 1, 
2)" k . WL'L is a partial isometry with initial projection v,,,Q,v~,, and final 
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projection v,,~ Q, v:,~. Hence W, Wz =&(Qi) and W,f W,, = &(QJ. In 
order to prove that /3,,(Q,) -/3,,(Q2) we will show that W, lies in i&,. For 
this, let v be a unitary operator in MO, and k > 1, then VV,,~ = C,?, V”,jXj 
for some xj E MO. But then 
= C vn,j WV;*jvv,*kV~,kv*. 
j 
Hence 
vw,v* = f vv,,k wv;,v* = -? v,,j wv;,jvfnv* = W,f” = W”. 
k=l JT, 
Thus W, E MA. 
We now assume that Qi lies in 9i, i = 1,2, and we let R be the operator 
JVz! --oo W,, . Since Q, E 9i, R is a partial isometry in MA with initial 
projection CF= --oo Pn(Qz) and final projection Cr= -m /3,,(Q,). It is only left 
to show that R E 3%‘. 
For n, m E Z, k,j> 1, we have v,~~v,,,~E IV,,+~ hence 
V -fn+mvn,kVm,j= f? n,kvm,j- 
* 
v~tm,iV~+~.iv~,kv~,j’ 
i=l 
Since WE Mh we have 
V n,kV,+j w= 2 vn+m.l wV,*+m,ivn,kvm,i= Wn+mVn.kVmJ’ 
i=l 
Also v,,,~ W= W,,,V,,~ (set n = O), hence v&k WmVm,j= Wn+mVn,kVmJ’ It 
follows that 
hence Vn,kRVm,jQ2 =RV,,,kV,,j Q,. Since this holds for each j > 1 and 
mE Z, 
and we have v,,~R = Rvnek for each n E Z, k > 1. Since {v,& : n E Z, k 2 1 } 
generates M, R E 9. 1 
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As a consequence we have 
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LEMMA 3.6. Each projection Q E 9, is finite (as a projection in M;). 
Proof Assume that there is some projection P E ,YO such that 
Q-P< Q, then necessarily PE .Fi. Let Q, be Cp= -,p,(Q) and P, be 
Cr! --cc /3,(P). By the previous lemma P, and Q, are equivalent as 
projections in .9. But P, < Q,, hence, by the finiteness of ,9, P, = Q, , This 
implies that P = Q. 1 
Since MA is a semifinite von Neumann algebra, there is a semifinite 
normal and faithful numerical trace v, on (MA), . Since r (the numerical trace 
on M), restricted to 2, is a finite normal faithful trace (on Z,), there is a 
semifinite normal faithful trace w defined on P that extends t (see 12, 
pp. 244-245 I). In fact w(S) = f, S dv, S E 3. Using [2, Proposition 3. 
p. 2411, we can find a unique normal P-trace #0 such that cp = w 0 4,. Since 
cp is faithful, so is #O. Also a, is semifinite and w is faithful: hence $0 is 
semifinite (see 12, Proposition 2, p. 2461). Since E, E .9,, E, is a finite and 
@(E,) < co ; hence lx qi,(E,) dv < 00 and $,(E,) < co a.e. If &(E,) N = 0 for 
some nonzero projection NE i”, then $(E,N) = 0 and, by faithfulness of #,), 
E,N = 0. This implies that so(N) = 0 but N = co(N); hence this is impossible 
and we see that 0 < &(E,) < cc a.e. This allows us to define another P-trace 
by d(T) = h,(T) h(Ed ‘3 T E @f;>. 
It follows that 4 is the unique, faithful, normal semifinite P-trace that 
maps E, into I (for uniqueness see [ 2, Theorem 2, p. 248 1). 
Let us denote by 5 the set $((P E .%; P is finite}). 
LEMMA 3.7. For kE L and 4(Q)E.iT,, define v&(Q))=$CJ?,(Q)). 
Then the following hold: 
(1) For each k E L, vk is a well-defined map from %FO into fkC FO. 
(2) rf{g,I~!,~~%, andg=CzzO=,g,E.% then,for kEZ, qk(g)= 
cz= I v/A &>. 
(3) If S < g, f, g E &, then vk(g -f) = ylk( g> - vk(f) > 0 for each 
kE Z. 
Proof: (1) Iff lies in.5 and QiE$, i=l,2, such thatf=@(Q,)= 
#(Q,) < co then Q, - Q2. Lemma 3.5 implies that, for each k E (2, Pk(Q,) - 
Pk(QZ), hence q#(Q,)) = qk(#(Qz)). Thus qk is well defined. To show that 
~~(6) gfk.Fo, k E Z, note that, since Pk(Q) <f, for each Q E 9$, it will 
suffice to show that gk(FO) G X0. This will be done by showing that if 
Q E .% is finite then so is /?,JQ), k E B. Let P be a projection in ,YO such that 
PdQ) - p G&(Q), hence P&(Q) -PUP) G PLMQ). But L&(Q) = 
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LQ < Q, hence L&(Q) is a finite projection and /I-$,(Q) =P-,JP). 
Therefore 
/-k(Q) =fkB,AQ) = P/AA(Q) = Pd-,P> =W 
But P < Pk(Q) < fk, hence /3,JQ) = P and Pk(Q) is finite. 
(2) Assume that g, = #(Q,) E;TO and g= (6(Q) E;TO. Since 
C,” i g, = g we can assume that { Q,}F= i is an orthogonal family of subpro- 
jections of Q and X2= i Q, = Q. Then &(Q) = C,“= i Pk(Qn) for k E Z, and 
v,c( 8) = #Co,(Q)) = ngl N&(QJ) = 5 uk( gJ 
il=l 
(3) Suppose f = d(P) E Y0 and g = o(Q) E Y0 then, if f < g, we can 
assume that P < Q and then vk(g -f) = q@(Q -P)) = $@,(Q - P)) = 
#Co,(Q) - I-W’)) = tdd - df) = 0, for k E z. 
(4) For n, k E h and f = 4(Q) ESro, 
vie r,(f) = tl,t vMQ)) = wWUQ)) = MM,(Q)) 
= #(f,A+n(Q)) =fkN-%+n(Q)) =fkr,c+n(f )a 1 
4. INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
Let M be a closed subspace of L2. We say that A is invariant if 
H”O(a)J c M, reducing if MM c J and pure if M contains no nonzero 
reducing subspace. 
Let P be the projection of L2 onto J (where J is a closed subspace). 
Then J is invariant if and only if M,,J 5% and v,,&c& for each 
n > 0, k > 0. Hence J is invariant if and only if P lies in Y0 and p,(P) <P 
for each n > 0. If J is invariant then, by Lemma 3.4(3), P = a(&P)) + 
&>O V,>k/?,,,(P) and &>O Vm)k/?,,,(P) lies in 9. If J is pure then P has 
no nonzero subprojection in 9 (since Jo is reducing if and only if the 
corresponding projection lies in 9). 
Therefore, each pure invariant subspace is of the form u(Q) for some 
Q E 9,. If we have V,,,f, = I then (Lemma 3.3) each such subspace is 
pure, and each invariant subspace is the direct sum of a pure invariant 
subspace (whose corresponding projection lies in Y2) and a reducing 
subspace (whose corresponding projection lies in 9). In the following 
theorem we describe the pure invariant subspaces. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose .A is an invariant subspace with P the 
orthogonal projection on A and P = @6(P)). Then there is an orthogonal 
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family of projections {Qk}pz --oo in ,YO such that Qk <f-kEO for each k and 
Q - Ck”= ~ m B,(Qd 
It follows that there is a partial isometry R E 9 such that 
RPR*=a 
c kz?,: PdQJ) 
and 
H=R*a \“- PAQ,,) CL’). 
&?,a 
ProoJ Since ,X is an invariant subspace, Q = 6(P) E ~q. Let g be 4(Q) 
then g E .F;, (Lemma 3.6). We now define, for each n E Z, a function 
g, E f,.FO. In order to proceed inductively we will use here an order on l 
that is different from the regular one. We say that n > k if either / n / > 1 k / or 
k = --IZ and n > 0. Now we let g, be g A 1 and for each k E Z, 
For each k E Z, g, <g - CnCkgn hence CnGkggn <g and, thus. 
Cnej g, <g. For each k E & gk + Cn<k v,-k(&) < vk(‘h hence v-k(gk) + 
Cn<k xkvkmn(gn) < il-kvk(l) =f--k and v-k(8k) +f-k Cnik Van <f. A 
so that 
f-k [ x ?-,(&)) <f-k. 
We now let h be CneB q-,(g,) and for each k E Z we let Nk be the 
projection f-k - Vn,lff,,. Also let N, be &El V,,kfn. Then, from (1) it 
follows that 
for each k E Z (since q,(s7-,) ~fmLFo). It is easy to show that 
ckclNk + N, =I and that N, = VFzziscountatsle /L,,,f-.. Let F= 
(nk},“, z a (where tik+i > nk for each k> 1) and NF be l\k21f-nk, then 
Np 1 v-,(g,)SN, foreach k> 1. 
n<nl, 
Since h = Sup, CnCnk v-,(g,), N,hSN,. As N,m=VFzzNm N,h,<N,. 
We conclude that h < 1. Therefore we can find an orthogonal family of 
projections {Q,},“-, z .YO such that Cp= -m Qk < E, and @(Q,) = qek(gk), 
5X0/58/1-2 
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since q-k(gk)<f-k, d(Q,J <fek, and Qk <fpkr kE E. Now, for each 
k~.Cg,<rl~(l)<f~~ hence 
g, =fk g, = ?k q- k(t?k) = Vk(d@k)) = @k@k)b 
since Q, < E,, &(&) < E,, and F = Cg _ cr) fik(Qk) is a projection in $. 
Moreover, for each n, j, k E Z, where n # 0, 
PnGo,(Qd) Pj(Qi) G Ee+ kEj (=0 if n fj - k) 
and 
Pj-kPk(Qk) Pj(Qj> G Pj(Qk) PjCQj> =Pj(Qk Qj) = 0 
Therefore F lies in TI and 
(as k #j). 
Hence F 5 Q and there are projections C,, C, E Z, such that FC, v QC, 
and FC < QC for each projection C E Z such that C < C,. 
We now let, for each k E Z, t, E& be (g - C,,, g,) A qk( 1 - h). Then 
gk+tk<:k+g- f &,Gg- c g,’ 
II=-02 rick 
Also 
g, + t, < gk + ?k(‘) - qkth) 
= l?k(l) + g, - 5 ?kl?-n(&) 
PI=-02 
< qk(l) -fk 2 qk-nbn) 
n<k 
=fk (ak(l> - zk ?k-n(d) * 
But g, <f, and t, < Vk(l) ,<fks hence 
(2) 
8, + tk 4 qk(‘) - c r;lk-n(&)* 
rick 
(3) 
Finally, (2) and (3) imply that g, + t, <g,; hence t, = 0 for each k E h. 
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Since W(Q) - Q(F)) = C,(g - Cn” -a g,) > 0, C, qk( 1 - h) = 0 for 
each k E Z (as t, = 0). But then 
Let C, be V,,,~-k(C,), then C,(l -h) = 0. The projection C, lies in Z 
since each fiPk(CZ) does. But also, for each jE il, pi(C,) < C, (as 
PjP-k(C,) G Pj-k(C,>); h ence C, lies in the center of A4 (see Lemma 3.1(8)). 
We have FC, 5 QC, and 
1 P,(FC,) = \‘ P,P,(Q,)) Co. 
k=-m k.ned 
By Lemma 3.1(2), 
The last equality comes from the fact that Q, <f-, for each n E L. 
Since 0 = Cd1 - h) = g)(C,(E, - CFz + Q,)), C,E, = C, CFz -= Q,. 
Hence Ckm_-mPk(FC,)=C~=-,P,(C,E,)=C,C~=_,E,=C,. But 
FC, 5 QC, and FC,, QC, E <Fr, hence there is a partial isometry R E, R 
such that RR* = ~km_+,/?k(FCO) = C, and R*R < Cpz -,Pk(QC,) < C,,. 
By the finiteness of .9, R*R = C, and this implies that QC, - F’C,, and, 
hence, Q-F = cz -ooPk(Qk) (as C, > C, = Z - C, and QC, - FC,). By 
Lemma 3.5, RPR * = a(Cr= -m Pk(Qk)), and the last statement follows 
immediately. I 
LEMMA 4.2. Let { Qk)pz --co be an orthogonal family of projections in .YO. 
Let Q be the projection CF= -m Pk(Qk) and P be u(Q). Then W,PWF = P, 
tE TT. 
Pro‘$ For n > 0, P,(Q) = ck”= -mPn&(Qk) = cz-m Pn+k(f-kQk) = 
cz -co/?k(Q;) (where Q; =fnPkQkPn), Hence, if we can show that 
W, Q WT = Q it will follow that W@,(Q) WT = /l,(Q) for each n 2 0 and, 
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consequently, that W,PWT = P. Thus it will suffice to show that, for k E Z, 
WtMQd WF = Pk(QtJ S ince Pk(Qk) and W,/?,(Qk) WF are in E,MAE,, 
w,P,(QJ W?E, = W,D,(Qd e-itkE, = e-itkWtEkPk(Qk) E,
= E&@/c) E, = &@d 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let P be a projection onto an invariant subspace. Then 
P = P, 0 P, , where P, E M’ and P, = RP, R *, where R is a partial isometry 
in M’and W,P,WT=P,, tET. 
Proof: This is Lemma 3.4(3) combined with Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 
4.2. I 
The analysis of the invariant subspaces in Theorem 4.1 can help us to 
study subalgebras of M as the following result shows. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let 9 be a o-weakly closed subalgebra of M that 
contains H”O(a). Then a,(&%‘) = 9, t CZ ?r, and consequently, e,,(9) c 9 for 
all n E Z. 
Proof. Let 9 be a o-weakly closed subalgebra of M that contains 
H”(a). Let 2 be {a E M : a[S]z G [9],}. Then, clearly, 9 E 9. But also 
9 C_ [.zS]~ (as IE [S’]J. By [lo, Theorem l] this implies that 9 = 9. 
Hence 9 = {a E M : a[9]* c [&?I,}. But [&?I2 is an invariant subspace and 
using Corollary 4.3 we easily conclude that 9 = {a E M : aP = PaP} for 
some projection P E Mh such that W,PWF = P. Hence a,(9) = 
W,.BWF = 9. The inclusion s,,(9) E 9 follows from the definition of 
E I n’ 
COROLLARY 4.5. If M, is a factor then Ha(a) is a maximal o-weakly 
closed subalgebra of M. 
Proof: If we follow the proof of Theorem 4.1 for the case where M, is a 
factor we see that in this case g (as in the first paragraph of the proof) is a 
constant.Henceg,=lifg~landg,=gifg~l.ButC~==_,r_,(g,)~l 
and CF= _ a, g, < g. Hence g = g, < 1. Thus we have, in this case Qk = 0 for 
k f 0 and, consequently P = Ra(Q,) R * for some Q, E E,MAE,. Hence the 
projection P, in the statement of Corollary 4.3 is of the form o(Q,) (for 
Q, E E,M;E,) and the discussion of Corollary 4.4 shows that each u-weakly 
closed subalgebra 9 of M that contains H”O(a) is of the form {a E M : 
a4Qo> = 4QJ 4QJ) f or some Q, E E,M;E,. Suppose 9 # H”(a). Then 
there is some a E 9, a cf Ha(a). But, then, for some n < 0, e”(a) # 0. By 
Corollary 4.4, en(a) E 9’. Hence en(a) o(Q,,)(H) c o(Q,)(H). But en(a) E M, 
and, hence, en(a) QdW c P,(QJVO As Q, is a wandering projection and 
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n < 0, ,fI,,(QJ a(Q,) = 0 and, consequently, ~~(a) Qo(H) = (0). Since MA is a 
factor, the central support of Q,, is I and we have E,(U)* E,,(U) = 0. 
Therefore &“(a) = 0 contradicting our assumption. m 
The last result is well known for the classical Hz algebra (on the unit 
circle) and was proved for nonselfadjoint crossed products in [ 5 1. 
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